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North Clackamas School District



May 30, 2014
An Introduction



ELP Standards

1.  Overview

2.  Read one-page, At A Glance standards 
document

3.  Discuss shifts



ELP Standards

Discuss & complete the following chart:

Implications for Classroom 
Teachers

Implications for ELD 
Specialists



Sept. 19, 2014
Task Analysis



–
•





•
–

•
–
–

•
•

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s9wTb-r_sHpgqcQy-VgZDkS-oDTFLsgPYYylFjtSEMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s9wTb-r_sHpgqcQy-VgZDkS-oDTFLsgPYYylFjtSEMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v3J3iGMM_gCIdnpPsOyYMcJcvqaaUSmubIapeZKnHiA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huWC1qS2RELTN5LXM/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huWC1qS2RELTN5LXM/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huUjN2MTdmelFLY3M/edit?usp=sharing


•

•



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v3J3iGMM_gCIdnpPsOyYMcJcvqaaUSmubIapeZKnHiA/edit?usp=sharing


•
–

•
–

»
»
»

–
•

https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huZG5pWVJidFZLM00/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huZG5pWVJidFZLM00/edit


Based on your analysis of the student writing task, which standards were 
assessed?

https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huZG5pWVJidFZLM00/edit


Standards Analysis

https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huZG5pWVJidFZLM00/edit






•
–

•
–

•
–

•
–

•
–





Oct. 3, 2014
Instructional Shifts in the CCSS for ELLs







•

•





Sticky Note Shuffle

1. One-by-one, select a unit of study and describe to your 
table partners which ELP standard(s) the unit already 
most closely aligns too.

2. What adjustments might you have to make regarding the 
rigor of the CONTENT, STUDENT engagement, or your 
pedagogical knowledge as a TEACHER to fully align 
with the new ELP standard(s)?



Standards by Design 

http://www.ode.state.or.us/teachlearn/real/standards/sbd.aspx
http://www.ode.state.or.us/teachlearn/real/standards/sbd.aspx
http://www.ode.state.or.us/teachlearn/real/standards/sbd.aspx


Looking at 
this Venn 
Diagram, 
where should 
our 
instruction in 
our ELD 
class/groups 
be based?



Socratic 
Seminar-ish

An Article study



Although this article suggests that the 
Common Core State Standards provide a 

different approach to education than 
previous state standards, how is this 

approach different than before? 



Some of the key words emphasized in 
this article are: cultivate, rigor, 
communicate, and collaborate.  How 
are these demonstrated throughout 
the eight shifts?



One of the eight “shifts” is “From Access to 
Ownership.”  The authors suggest that 

sheltered instruction may not be enough.  
What do they mean by this?  How do they 
recommend supporting English Learners 

with this?



 Explain the “shift:” From Pieces to 
Wholes.  How can this shift provide 

positive impacts on student 
achievement?



What do the authors suggest about 
the shift “From Testing to 

Assessment and Beyond?”



Although the third “shift” may be 
familiar to ELD Specialists, how 

would you anticipate an educator in 
your building might respond to this 

idea?  



 One shift highlighted in this article 
suggests a move from individual to 

collaborative.  What are some examples of 
this?  How does this shift in thinking 

benefit English Learners? 



How does the idea of students 
“playing school” relate to the 

Instructional Core focus on student 
engagement and motivation?



Explain the difference between what the 
authors suggest as “direct” and “less 

direct” teaching.  How does this relate to 
what we already know about balancing 

the I Do, We Do, and You Do in our 
instruction?





Reflecting on the learning...





…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3YJx8ujoto


Oct. 17, 2014
The old vs. the new





•

•



video clip

Language in Context vs. 
Language as function and 

form

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3YJx8ujoto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3YJx8ujoto


Standards by Modality





Now...



now let’s talk about 9 and 10



MOOC
Final 

Presentations
Dec. 12. 2014

Sharing Out



Article Station
Independent Exploration



While at this station, please explore research 
around argumentation in the new standards by 

selecting articles of interest to you.



1. What is argumentation and what is its role in the new 
standards?

2. How can we set the stage for argumentation in our 
classrooms?

3. What constitutes strong support for a claim?

4. How can we support students in learning the language of 
argumentation?

While you read, ...



Selected Articles from the MOOC

Fenner, D. S. & Snyder, S. (2014, September 29). Socratic circles and the Common Core. Washington DC: Colorín 
Colorado.  (This is a 3 Part article series.  You will see the links to Part 2 and 3 within the text of Part 1)

Michaels, S., O’Connor, M. C., Hall, M. W., & Resnick, L. B. (2010). Accountable talk sourcebook. 
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Institute for Learning. Please read pages 26-35.

http://blog.colorincolorado.org/2014/09/29/socratic-circles-and-the-common-core-part-i/
http://2012-leadership-forum.iste.wikispaces.net/file/view/AT-Sourcebook.pdf


Zwiers, J. (2014). Building academic language: Meeting Common Core Standards across disciplines, grades 5-12. San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Chapter 8 (especially pp. 12-16 of pdf).  

Download Zwiers - Chapter 8 - Building Academic Language 2e PDF.pdf

Bailey, A. L., & Heritage, M. (2014). The role of language learning progressions in improved instruction and assessment of 
English language learners. TESOL Quarterly, 48(3), 480-506 (especially pp. 494-502). PDF available below.

Download TESOL_Bailey_Heritage.pdf

https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/48271/view
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/48271/view
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/lecture_pages/816156#attached-file-48271
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/48271/view
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/51000/view
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/51000/view
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/lecture_pages/816156#attached-file-51000
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/attachments/51000/view


Video Station
Independent Exploration



While at this station, please explore research 
around argumentation in the new standards by 

selecting videos of interest to you.



1. What is argumentation and what is its role in the new 
standards?

2. How can we set the stage for argumentation in our 
classrooms?

3. What constitutes strong support for a claim?

4. How can we support students in learning the language of 
argumentation?

While you watch, ...



Teaching for Transfer in argument writing at Elementary School - 15 minutes

In another video from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, students identify writing techniques that they learned 
when crafting persuasive speeches that also appear in another genre of argument writing: petitions. Although the entire video is 
interesting, please focus on the portion from 7:12-12:50, when teacher Kelly Boland Honne works with her students to analyze a 
petition for specific argument writing techniques. (Note: As we have discussed earlier in the course, in Grades K-5, the Common 
Core ELA standards and the ELP standards use the term "opinion" rather than "argument" or "claim." However, because the 
ultimate goal of both sets of standards is constructing arguments, we use that terminology in our course.)

Writing essays analyzing historical claims with high school ELLs - 7 minutes

Watch high school ELLs analyze Jared Diamond's arguments in Guns, Germs, and Steel, writing essays in which they compare 
and contrast European colonialism in Latin America and Africa. As we have done throughout our course, notice the scaffolds – 
including materials, people, participant structures, and teacher moves – that support students' engagement in this activity. How 
does teacher Jennifer Healey help her students learn the language of argumentation? (Note: In this video, as in several others in 
our course, you might see relatively small numbers of students appear on screen. While class size for Jennifer Healey is typically 
between 20-30 students, because not all students have permission to appear in the video, not all appear on screen.)

What constitutes strong support for a claim in different disciplines - 9 minutes

Watch this interview with Jonathan Osborne, Chauncey Monte-Sano, and Judit Moschkovich in which we explore similarities and 
differences in what constitutes strong support for a claim in science, history, and mathematics.

Selected Videos from the MOOC

https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690758/lecture_videos/7720
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690758/lecture_videos/7720
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690770/lecture_videos/7723
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690770/lecture_videos/7723
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/688135/lecture_videos/7564
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/688135/lecture_videos/7564
https://ed.stanford.edu/faculty/osbornej
http://www.soe.umich.edu/people/profile/monte-sano_chauncey/
http://education.ucsc.edu/faculty/singleton.php?&singleton=true&cruz_id=jmoschko


Using argument scales to weigh evidence - 9 minutes
Watch fifth graders use the argumentation scale, described in the Zwiers chapter that is part of your reading for this session, to visually 
represent the weight of different pieces of evidence in supporting their claims. How does this tool help students in constructing 
arguments? How might you adapt this tool for your grade level and content area?

Constructing counterclaims - 29 minutes

In this video from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, fifth graders learn how to engage in a text-based debate, 
constructing arguments about whether the main character in the novel Stray by Cynthia Rylant was strong or weak. Although the entire 
video is interesting, please focus on the portion from 21:15-26:15, when teacher Kelly Boland Honne works with her students to 
construct counterclaims/rebuttals. Questions to consider include: What language does the teacher use to describe 
counterclaims/rebuttals to her students? What scaffolds – including materials, people, participation structures, and teacher moves – 
support students in constructing counterclaims/rebuttals? What do you notice about the counterclaims/rebuttals that students construct?

Finding evidence in texts - 9 minutes

Watch first graders learn how to locate evidence in texts to answer questions about frogs and toads. How does the teacher, Angeline 
Baker, make the concept of evidence accessible to her students? What scaffolds – including materials, people, participation structures, 
and teacher moves – support students' engagement in this activity?

Providing Strong Support for Claims - 6 minutes

In this screencast, building on questions and learnings from the previous two sessions, we provide more detail about features of strong 
support for claims that cut across all disciplines. In particular we focus on the interrogating evidence/grounds and the anticipating 
counterclaims/critiques as key factors for determining the strength of arguments.

https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/673711/lecture_videos/7673
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/673711/lecture_videos/7673
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/673471/lecture_videos/6679
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/673471/lecture_videos/6679
http://readingandwritingproject.org/
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/684598/lecture_videos/7229
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/684598/lecture_videos/7229
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690758/lecture_videos/7720
https://novoed.com/osu-stanford-ELL/video_list_lecture_components/690758/lecture_videos/7720


Jan. 23, 2015
Elementary Task Analysis



●

●





Timeline

Implications 
on ELD & 

Core

May 30, 
2014

At-A-Glance 
grade-band 
documents

Sept. 19, 
2014

8 Instructional 
Shifts

Oct. 3, 
2014

Old 
vs. 

New

Oct. 17, 
2014

Nov. 7, 
2014

Meaty 
questions

MOOC

Dec. 12, 
2014

Task 
Analysis

Jan. 9, 
2015



Pause & Reflect



Ownership

automaticity know the key ideas 
across the standards

training & examples fully understanding what 
the standards are & 
what students are 
expected to do

macro & micro (different 
points of view, yearlong planning & lesson 
planning)

assessing student 
learning





5 corners standards shuffle...



Elementary Task Analysis
Based on your analysis of the student writing task, 
which standards were assessed? To what degree does 
the student master these standards?

https://docs.google.com/a/oregonlearning.org/file/d/0B_8tTJz8H1huZG5pWVJidFZLM00/edit


Break



Feb. 6, 2015
ELP Standards Unit 



ELP Standards 
Aligned Unit



●

●



One word, please?





Essential Lesson Components - Revisited

Purpose 
(Target)

building 
background 
knowledgeI do

We do 
(student-to-student & 
student-to-teacher)

You do
Check for 
understanding

Closure

materials



Essential Lesson Components +

Now that we have established what the essential components 
of an ELD lesson are... what are the additional essential 
components of an ELD unit?

Sentence frames

Tiered vocabulary

Essential Questions

Functions
Enduring Understandings/Take-
aways for studentsAssessment

Academic Skills



 Let’s move!



 Now, let’s talk!



 Nuts & Bolts
●
●

●
●

●

●



By the end of your work time today...

● What ELP standards are you 
choosing to assess for?

● What content standards are you 
aligning your language 
instruction to?



By the end of your work time today...

what are you planning to accomplish?



Checking in...

1.  Reflect & Plan using 
questions on Exit Ticket

2.  Complete Exit Ticket and 
give to Laurie or Leah


